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Re: DRM 14-234, NEPGA Request for Rulemaking
PSNH Comments on Staff Request for Advance Comment

Dear Director Howland:

On December 16, 2014, the Commission Staff issued a Request for Advance Comment
on a Subject of Possible Rulemaking with respect to the Commission’s Puc 2100 rules on
affiliate relations. In that notice it stated that “The Commission is considering whether to
incorporate into the affiliate transactions rules a new type of affiliate that may be called an
‘energy project development affiliate,’ and the Commission is considering the rules that may
apply to such an affiliate.” Request for Advance Comment at 1.

Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire (“PSNH”) hereby provides its comments
pursuant to the Staff request and reasserts its arguments from its October 1, 2014 filing in this
docket that the rulemaking at issue is unnecessary, and that the existing rules and law are
adequate. Moreover, PSNH notes that to attempt to bring certain entities under its regulation
when such entities should not be so regulated may run afoul of state and federal law and could
have the effect of stifling investment in New Hampshire.1 This rulemaking should be closed.

Aside from the general issues identified in PSNH’s prior filing, the amendments
proposed by NEPGA in the instant docket lead to rules that are overbroad, vague, contrary to
law, beyond the authority of the Commission, unnecessary, or otherwise improper. PSNH
highlights just some of those matters below. This is not intended to be an exhaustive discussion,

Recently, NEPGA, the entity initially requesting this rulemaking, argued to the Maine Public Utilities Commission
that finding affiliate relationships that adhere to FERC and state standards, and industry practices, to be illegal
should be avoided because such findings would hamper investments and place Maine at a disadvantage. See
October 9, 2014 Order of the Maine Public Utilities Commission in Docket No. 2011-0170 at 9. In that the
rulemaking request in the instant docket is premised upon relationships that have been found to comply with the
relevant standards, a finding by this Commission that there is some matter to address through rules would appear
contrary even to NEPGA’s position.














